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HORN ART
Horn Art - an expanded LHTT product line of
hand made horn products includes all types
of jewelry, bowls, spoons, bangles, hair pins,

trays, cups, etc.  Since Bible days (before
plastic) horns were the main material for

military armor, tools, eating utensils, combs,
powder horns, drink containers, musical

presentations, etc. The word horn is used 64
times in the KJV Bible. In fact the Lord Jesus

was referred to as the "Horn of our
salvation..." Luke 1:69.

The Longhorns Head to Tail ranch store is a
"horn store."  Many types of mounted,

finished and raw horns are available in the
store and by on line purchasing.  Featuring
home grown horns, or real Texas Longhorn

cattle is the business of LHTT.
Check the horn inventory at LHTT for

uniquely shaped, polished and one of a kind
"Horn Art." This is an ancient heating and

shaping process requiring great
craftsmanship, attention to detail and artistic

challenges. No one will have horn like the
LHTT Horn Art offered. 
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Horn Art - an expanded LHTT product line of
hand made horn products includes all types of
jewelry, bowls, spoons, bangles, hair pins,
trays, cups, etc.  Since Bible days (before
plastic) horns were the main material for
military armor, tools, eating utensils, combs,
powder horns, drink containers, musical
presentations, etc. The word horn is used 64
times in the KJV Bible. In fact the Lord Jesus
was referred to as the "Horn of our
salvation..." Luke 1:69. The Longhorns Head
to Tail ranch store is a "horn store."  Many
types of mounted, finished and raw horns are
available in the store and by on line
purchasing.  Featuring home grown horns, or
real Texas Longhorn cattle is the business of
LHTT. Check the horn inventory at LHTT for
uniquely shaped, polished and one of a kind
"Horn Art." This is an ancient heating and
shaping process requiring great
craftsmanship, attention to detail and artistic
challenges. No one will have horn like the
LHTT Horn Art offered. 

VIKING DRINKING HORN
Viking Drinking Horn

Viking Drinking Horn - 13" to 14"

Weight 2 lbs
Dimensions 14 × 4 in

Read More
Price: $21.00
Category: Horn Art

Horn Art - an expanded LHTT product line of
hand made horn products includes all types of
jewelry, bowls, spoons, bangles, hair pins,
trays, cups, etc.  Since Bible days (before
plastic) horns were the main material for
military armor, tools, eating utensils, combs,
powder horns, drink containers, musical
presentations, etc. The word horn is used 64
times in the KJV Bible. In fact the Lord Jesus
was referred to as the "Horn of our
salvation..." Luke 1:69. The Longhorns Head
to Tail ranch store is a "horn store."  Many
types of mounted, finished and raw horns are
available in the store and by on line
purchasing.  Featuring home grown horns, or
real Texas Longhorn cattle is the business of
LHTT. Check the horn inventory at LHTT for
uniquely shaped, polished and one of a kind
"Horn Art." This is an ancient heating and
shaping process requiring great
craftsmanship, attention to detail and artistic
challenges. No one will have horn like the
LHTT Horn Art offered. 

HORN BOWL - WITH HANDLES - 4"X4"
Horn Bowl - With Handles - 4"x4"

Horn Bowl - With Handles - 4"x4"  Assorted 
colors from caramel streaked, white and black
streaked, to solid black.

Weight 1 lbs

Read More
Price: $16.00
Category: Horn Art

https://head2tail.com/product/viking-drinking-horn/
https://head2tail.com/product/viking-drinking-horn/
https://head2tail.com/product-category/horn-art/
https://head2tail.com/product/horn-bowl-with-handles-4x4/
https://head2tail.com/product/horn-bowl-with-handles-4x4/
https://head2tail.com/product-category/horn-art/
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Horn Art - an expanded LHTT product line of
hand made horn products includes all types of
jewelry, bowls, spoons, bangles, hair pins,
trays, cups, etc.  Since Bible days (before
plastic) horns were the main material for
military armor, tools, eating utensils, combs,
powder horns, drink containers, musical
presentations, etc. The word horn is used 64
times in the KJV Bible. In fact the Lord Jesus
was referred to as the "Horn of our
salvation..." Luke 1:69. The Longhorns Head
to Tail ranch store is a "horn store."  Many
types of mounted, finished and raw horns are
available in the store and by on line
purchasing.  Featuring home grown horns, or
real Texas Longhorn cattle is the business of
LHTT. Check the horn inventory at LHTT for
uniquely shaped, polished and one of a kind
"Horn Art." This is an ancient heating and
shaping process requiring great
craftsmanship, attention to detail and artistic
challenges. No one will have horn like the
LHTT Horn Art offered. 

HORN BOWL - ROUND - 8"X8"
Horn Bowl - Round - 8"x8" with notches

Horn Bowl - Round - 8"x8"  with notches.
Assorted  colors from caramel streaked, white
and black streaked to solid black.

Weight 2 lbs

Read More
Price: $38.50
Category: Horn Art

Horn Art - an expanded LHTT product line of
hand made horn products includes all types of
jewelry, bowls, spoons, bangles, hair pins,
trays, cups, etc.  Since Bible days (before
plastic) horns were the main material for
military armor, tools, eating utensils, combs,
powder horns, drink containers, musical
presentations, etc. The word horn is used 64
times in the KJV Bible. In fact the Lord Jesus
was referred to as the "Horn of our
salvation..." Luke 1:69. The Longhorns Head
to Tail ranch store is a "horn store."  Many
types of mounted, finished and raw horns are
available in the store and by on line
purchasing.  Featuring home grown horns, or
real Texas Longhorn cattle is the business of
LHTT. Check the horn inventory at LHTT for
uniquely shaped, polished and one of a kind
"Horn Art." This is an ancient heating and
shaping process requiring great
craftsmanship, attention to detail and artistic
challenges. No one will have horn like the
LHTT Horn Art offered. 

HORN BOWL - ROUND - 4"X4"
Horn Bowl - Round - 4"x4"

Horn Bowl - Round - 4"x4"  Assorted  colors
from caramel streaked, white and black
streaked, to solid black.

Weight 1 lbs

Read More
Price: $16.00
Category: Horn Art

https://head2tail.com/product/horn-bowl-round-8x8/
https://head2tail.com/product/horn-bowl-round-8x8/
https://head2tail.com/product-category/horn-art/
https://head2tail.com/product/horn-bowl-round-4x4/
https://head2tail.com/product/horn-bowl-round-4x4/
https://head2tail.com/product-category/horn-art/
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Horn Art - an expanded LHTT product line of
hand made horn products includes all types of
jewelry, bowls, spoons, bangles, hair pins,
trays, cups, etc.  Since Bible days (before
plastic) horns were the main material for
military armor, tools, eating utensils, combs,
powder horns, drink containers, musical
presentations, etc. The word horn is used 64
times in the KJV Bible. In fact the Lord Jesus
was referred to as the "Horn of our
salvation..." Luke 1:69. The Longhorns Head
to Tail ranch store is a "horn store."  Many
types of mounted, finished and raw horns are
available in the store and by on line
purchasing.  Featuring home grown horns, or
real Texas Longhorn cattle is the business of
LHTT. Check the horn inventory at LHTT for
uniquely shaped, polished and one of a kind
"Horn Art." This is an ancient heating and
shaping process requiring great
craftsmanship, attention to detail and artistic
challenges. No one will have horn like the
LHTT Horn Art offered. 

HORN BOWL - OVAL - 4.5"X6"
Horn Bowl - Oval - 4.5"x6"

Horn Bowl - Oval - 4.5"x6"

Assorted  colors from caramel streaked, white
and black streaked, to solid black.

Horn Art - an expanded LHTT product line of
hand made horn products includes all types of
jewelry, bowls, spoons, bangles, hair pins,
trays, cups, etc.  Since Bible days (before
plastic) horns were the main material for
military armor, tools, eating utensils, combs,
powder horns, drink containers, musical
presentations, etc. The word horn is used 64
times in the KJV Bible. In fact the Lord Jesus
was referred to as the "Horn of our
salvation..." Luke 1:69. The Longhorns Head
to Tail ranch store is a "horn store."  Many
types of mounted, finished and raw horns are
available in the store and by on line
purchasing.  Featuring home grown horns, or
real Texas Longhorn cattle is the business of
LHTT. Check the horn inventory at LHTT for
uniquely shaped, polished and one of a kind
"Horn Art." This is an ancient heating and
shaping process requiring great
craftsmanship, attention to detail and artistic
challenges. No one will have horn like the
LHTT Horn Art offered. 

BLOW HORN
Polished blowing horns handcrafted by fine
craftsmen.
Authentic horn shell approximately 10-12"
long with aluminum mouthpiece,
approximately 6 1/2" leather strap, 2 1/2 - 3"
wide base of horn.

https://head2tail.com/product/horn-bowl-oval-4-x12/
https://head2tail.com/product/blow-horn/
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Weight 1 lbs

Read More
Price: $20.00
Category: Horn Art

Colors range from light brown to black.
Handling included.

Weight 1 lbs

Read More
Price: $25.00
Category: Horn Art

https://head2tail.com/product/horn-bowl-oval-4-x12/
https://head2tail.com/product-category/horn-art/
https://head2tail.com/product/blow-horn/
https://head2tail.com/product-category/horn-art/

